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FROM ASHES LIVING RULES 0.0.8 

Acquisition Roster 
 

The Devin Pact
Humanity has pushed out into the stars. Earth and its governing arm the League of Solar Nations, 
rule over this vast network of colonies and worlds. A rebellion leads to a devastating yet short 

lived civil conflict known as the Severance War, consequently exhausting both sides and ultimately 
leads to the demise of the LSN's influence across its domain. Each world is now alone in the void, 

fending for itself amongst the chaos and turmoil. 

One corner of humanity’s reach, known as the Damnya Sector, has seen some of the worst of what 
man does to man in times of desperation. Several new proto-nations, branded the ‘Primary Powers’, 

have arisen from the ashes and are now pushing outwards into the void. The neutral worlds, 
collectively known as the Grey Zone, have become battlegrounds for these fledgling empires. Each 

is now expanding their influence beyond their borders to forge their own legacy in the stars. 
 

The Devin Pact, previously known as the Chosen Guard, is a well-equipped and well organised militia 
and political movement initially encountered on their home world of Kommodas. Decades before, 
the planet quickly established itself as an independent authority within the so-called Grey Zone. 

Kommodas itself was a relatively stable world in terms of its geopolitical and social environment, 
both before and after the devastating effects of the Severance War. Due to an over abundance of 

natural resources, Kommodas quickly became the focus of the Primary Powers; each in turn 
attempted to bring the local populace within their respective spheres of influence. Eventually, the 

Scaryn Federated Alliance were victorious, claiming Kommodas as one of their own. Now, a group 
calling itself the Devin Pact has spearheaded a rebellion to wrestle control of their home world 

from the SFA and its proxies, leading to the events known as the Kommodas Collapse. 
 
Faction Info 
 

Faction Name Devin Pact 

 
 

Primary World Kommodas  

 
 

Secondary Worlds Unknown, but reports have surfaced that since the Kommodas Collapse, Devin 
Pact units have been sighted wherever their allies, the Verse Dominion, are currently active.  

 
 

Approximate total population across all worlds 56 million 

   

Approximate military manpower Estimated at 2 million, with an unknown number of reservists.  

 
 

Main economy Standard industrial and mining, financial/trade. Mostly augmented and expanded by 
the SFA occupiers.  

 
 

Relative Technological level Medium tech. Again due to the influence of the SFA, is largely based on 
their doctrine bar some technological hybridisation as a direct result of the presence and 
consequential influence of the Verse Dominion. 

   

Governing style Unknown. Speculated to be military junta/authoritarian theocracy.  

 
 

Settlement Morphology After the Severance War, Kommodas’ buildings and infrastructure were an 
interesting mix of simple primitive hab-buildings designed to house the large colonist workforce 
originally from Earth. These hardy people displayed enormous skill at improvising what they had, 
and were easily capable of using whatever materials were at hand to continue their survival. This 
created an almost shanty/primitive look to their infrastructure, which was then combined with the 
pre-fabricated industrialism of the SFA to create a unique hybrid aesthetic. Since the rebellious 
events on Kommodas, the world and its urban areas have largely become battlegrounds for the 
belligerents as they fight over the unfortunate world. There are two main regions belonging to the 
opposing power blocs; in the north-east is the SFA supported metropolis of Paxius. The south-west 
region is home to the massive sprawling mountainous townships, collectively known as 'The Devin'. 
Here, the Verse Dominion-backed Devin Pact have their main base of operations. 
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ORIGINS OF THE DEVIN PACT THE KOMMODAS COLLAPSE 
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THE DECLARATION AT DEVIN 

 

 
 

DEVIN PACT MILITARY DOCTRINE  
AND GOALS 
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Building an Army 

When you build your army, it is important that it is organised in such a way to ensure it works correctly with 
the main From Ashes rules. Each 'side' is called a Force, and each Force consists of one or more Detachments 
and the Squads under its command. When you build your Devin Pact Force to the agreed Requisition value, or 
Req, it needs to comply with the following 

1. At least one Detachment. Each Detachment must have an associated Detachment Commander, that is, a Unit 
with the Leader Ability. In the case of the Devin Pact, this currently includes Pathfinder Command Squads 
and Raven Command Vehicles. 

2. There must be at least two Core Squads, that is Squads of the same type (Infantry, Vehicle, Walker, Flyer) 
as the Detachment Commander. 

3. Once the above requisites are met, you can choose up to five additional Squads of any Type from the 
following pages. These are known as Support Squads. 

4. You may create further Detachments for your force, following the process above as long as the combined 
Req value for all your Detachments does not exceed the agreed Force Req value. 

5. That's it! You're done and ready to get on with your game of From Ashes. 
 

 

Dominion Allies and Kommodan Loyalists 

When the Devin Pact were known as the Chosen Guard, they largely owed their loyalty to their Verse Dominion 
overlords, bar the odd few renegade warlords who wanted to carve out a part of Kommodas for themselves. 
Since becoming the Devin Pact, however, they have developed a stronger sense of independence and 
fundamentally consider themselves a separate entity to their old allies, perhaps even meeting them head-on in 
battle like any other foe. Whatever the current political situation within the Devin Pact may be, it is not 
uncommon for them both to fight alongside in operations throughout the Damnya Sector. 
 
When building your Devin Pact Force, you must decide if it is going to be either Dominion Allies or Kommodan 
Loyalists. Once you have chosen, the following applies: 
 
Dominion Allies: A Devin Pact Dominion Allies Force may include a Verse Dominion Detachment for each Devin 
Pact Detachment. Note that Devin Pact detachments cannot benefit from any Verse Dominion Doctrines. In 
addition, any vehicles in your Dominion Allies Devin Pact Detachments must swap their Active Defence - Smoke 
Dischargers Ability for Incendiary Grenades.  
 
Kommodan Loyalists: A Devin Pact Kommodan Loyalists Force may include a Sol Enclaves Detachment for each 
Devin Pact Detachment it has. Any Sol Enclaves Detachments taken in this way must take the Dominion Vassal 
Sponsor but all Infantry Units gain Smoke Grenades in addition to any others they have for no additional cost. 
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It was clear right from the start that many Kommodans 
held a certain animosity to the SFA. Consequently, it 
became quite difficult to 'educate' the locals on SFA 
cultural values and norms. There were even reports of 
military personnel displaying open contempt for the 
SFA. Even more concerning was the prevalence of such 
instances manifesting in those individuals who showed 
promise and aspired to be commanders of the local 
defence forces.  
 
The Kommodan officers were not shipped off world to be 
trained like many on other colonies absorbed into the 
SFA, and perhaps as a result held much more loyalty to 
Kommodas over the SFA project overall. However, it was 
clear that the officers held on to many of the lessons, 
especially on SFA combat tactics and organisational 
strategies. This knowledge was quickly utilised to 
coordinate multiple attacks against the SFA invaders.  
 
Each Command Squad continues the efficient use of a radioman and medic to assist the officer in battle, where 
their expertise in their respective fields greatly augments the officer’s actions and capabilities.  
 
As the Verse Dominion clerical authorities detects seditious voices within the Devin Pact starting to gather 
sway, it has attempted to correct the issue by installing Preachers in the command staff to accompany them on 
important missions. Claimed to be little more than attempts to expand the Verse Dominion faith, their 
intimidating presence nonetheless ensures obedience from the less ‘compliant’ members of the Devin Pact. 

Pathfinder Command Unit 

Devin pact 

Weapons 

ACCURACY           6+           8+         10+           12+ 
DAMAGE                     2             1           0                 0 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad 
can choose to reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon. 
-Optics If this Squad has not moved this turn, the owning player can choose to receive (Accuracy ←1). 
-Advance Command: Exo Assault Move This Squad may move up to 4 inches before immediately carrying out 
an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has but halving their Attacks value (rounding up).  

• OPTIONAL: This Unit may be upgraded with Preacher model from the Verse Dominion. This increases the 
Unit’s HP to 5, OP to 4 and provides the Zealot Ability below @ 10 Req. 

 

-Zealot 

Squad composition  - 40 Req per Squad. 
• 1 Pathfinder Command Unit with M74 Assault Rifles, Incendiary Grenades and Smoke Grenades 

  
-Grenades (Incendiary, Smoke) 
-Vhokys Augmentation 

-Leader 
-Medic 

-Unique Command - Boost the Signal 
-Radio 
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The Devin Pact attacks across Kommodas were an 
expertly coordinated and well organised operation -
somewhat of a contrast with the Verse Dominion’s 
typical lack of tactical acumen. Evidently the Devin Pact 
took advantage of the ransacked stocks of Raven 
Command Vehicles to help plan their assaults. 
 
Continuing the modifications seen in other Devin Pact 
vehicles, much of the vehicle’s equipment has been 
replaced with Verse Dominion proxy tech, enabling 
integration with existing Devin Pact military doctrine 
and tactics. The Raven’s command and control 
capabilities has allowed the Devin Pact to expand their 
military operations across Kommodas’ surface. It can 
order nearby squads on the battlefield, plus house a 
friendly officer within to augment their own battle-
management ability safely inside the armoured Raven 
chassis. Especially useful is its ability to jam enemy 
signals, which has proved itself valuable time after time 
in defeating the SFA’s own command and control assets.   

Raven cv 

Devin pact 

Squad composition - 55 Req per Squad. 
• 1 Raven Command Vehicle Unit with a Hull HMG and Smoke Grenades.

 
-Armoured 
-Transport 
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Leader 
-Command Post
-Unique Command - Comms Jammer 

-Brute
-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate

       

       

Weapons 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-None 
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Squad composition - 60 Req per Squad. 
• 4 Pathfinder Riflemen Units with M74 Assault Rifles, an MB`17 LAW, Incendiary Grenades and Smoke Grenades.  

• OPTIONAL May add up to two additional Riflemen Units @ 15 Req each. 

 

  

-Grenades (Incendiary, Smoke) 
-Vhokys Augmentation 

 

Weapons 

ACCURACY           6+           8+         10+           12+ 
DAMAGE                    2             1           0                 0 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad 
can choose to reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon. 
-Optics If this Squad has not moved this turn, the owning player can choose to receive (Accuracy ←1). 
-Advance Command: Exo Assault Move This Squad may move up to 4 inches before immediately carrying out 
an Engage Command with any Assault Move weapons it has but halving their Attacks value (rounding up).  
 

ACCURACY              8+            9+                 11+           12+ 
DAMAGE                     D4+2          D4+2        D4+2           D4+2 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Erratic Warheads  After rolling Accuracy rolls, roll a D4 and add 2 for this Squad’s MB17 Damage value  
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored. 
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  
-Slow Reload One use per Turn  
-Optics If this Squad has not moved this turn, the owning player can choose to receive (Accuracy ←1). 

• OPTIONAL One Unit in this Squad may be upgraded with the addition of a Ringleader model from the Verse Dominion. This 

gives that Unit the Ringleader Advisor Ability below @ 10 Req. 
 

-Ringleader Advisor 

 

Like all other Devin Pact units, the Pathfinder Riflemen rely 
upon what was originally SFA military gear. Where they largely 
differ, however, is the soldiers who use them. It's unclear exactly 
how and when the change happened, but the Devin Pact 
Pathfinder Riflemen drawn from the local populace appear to be 
augmented by the use of the ubiquitous 'Vhokys' drug used by the 
majority of Verse Dominion fighters. The drug was originally 
administered to the Verse Dominion populace in order to make 
them more productive when they were mining ore on their native 
worlds before they rebelled against their masters. Since those 
dark days, Vhokys has been modified to make the user more 
aggressive and resilient to injury.  
 
After protracted engagements with the SFA, it has now become 
clear that whatever the Devin Pact lack in terms of training and 
supplies, has been replaced by ’alternatives’ provided by Verse 
Dominion advisors. This also extends to weaponry, in particular 
the MB17's anti-tank warhead has been replaced with a much more 
unstable, but potentially more powerful, explosive payload.  
 
It is clear that certain tribal leaders within the Verse Dominion wish the expand their horizons somewhat and take command of 
the various units inducted into their armies. Here, they can forgo thoughts on tactics and strategies and instead focus on 
what's important - leading those around them directly into the fight, where they can share their clearly potent close combat 
ability and, of course, their enthusiasm for all things incendiary. 

Pathfinder Riflemen Squad 

Devin pact 
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As the Devin Pact’s territory expands across Kommodas, 
so too does their reputation. This inevitably draws in 
mercenaries and guns-for-hire from all across the 
Damnya Sector. It is little wonder then that the vast 
hordes from the Verse Dominion make their way into 
Devin Pact service.  
 
To some, these amateurs were treated with suspicion or 
simply looked down upon by their new piers. Other 
factions very much appreciated more fighters to join 
alongside in their revolutionary struggle. What they 
may lack in skill, however, is easily made up for by their 
numbers. Besides, Devin Pact commanders are more than 
happy to send these baying mobs into battle, even if 
little more than cannon fodder, if it means fewer 
Kommodan lives are lost under their enemies’ guns. 

Vanguard infantry cohort 

Devin pact 

Squad composition - 60 Req per Squad 

• 4 Vanguard Riflemen Units with Firearms, Incendiary Grenades and Smoke Grenades. 

• 2 Vanguard Rocket Troopers with RPGs, Incendiary Grenades and Smoke Grenades..  

• OPTIONAL May add up to two additional Vanguard Riflemen Units @ 11 Req each and up to one Rocket Troopers Unit @ 10 

Req each. 
 

 (Both) 

-Grenades (Incendiary, Smoke) 
-Vhokys Augmentation 

Weapons 

ACCURACY           8+           9+         11+           12+ 
DAMAGE                    1            0           0                 0 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Rapid Fire This weapon ignores the Aerial Target rule. In addition, before rolling any attacks this Squad can 
choose to reroll failed Accuracy rolls but must reroll successful Damage rolls with this weapon. 
-Storm Command: Assault Move This Squad may move up to 3 inches before immediately carrying out an Engage 
Command with any Assault Move weapons it has but halving their Attacks value (rounding up).  
 

ACCURACY              9+            10+                 12+           12+ 
DAMAGE                     D4+2          D4+2        D4+2             D4+2 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored. 
-Erratic Warheads After rolling Accuracy tests, roll a D4+2 for this Squad’s RPGs Damage value this Command.  
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  

Reinforcement Squad  
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Goraths 

Devin pact 

As the Devin Pact lack the means to maintain more 
sophisticated SFA equipment, they’ve had to explore other, 
more exotic avenues to supplement their forces. The Verse 
Dominion were more than happy to step in to fulfil this 
need, sending fighters and weapons to Kommodas in droves.  
 
Many Devin Pact factions are weary of such help, as it 
could be used as leverage to expand the Verse Dominion’s 
influence further across Kommodas. Whereas other 
warlords wish for more integration and openly voice their 
support for their sponsors. Either way, the Devin Pact 
generally appreciate the support, and the Goraths have 
come to fulfil a vital heavy infantry requirement.  
 
Their powerful Heavy Shock Rifles can obliterate rock and 
armour with equal ease, or even disintegrate enemy 
infantry who find themselves in the way. Perhaps the  
most potent aspect of their weapons, however, is the  
disabling shock discharge which often stops enemy units in 
their tracks, enabling others to move in for the kill. 

Weapons 

 

                   
 

 

 

 

 

 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Charge Up! Before choosing a Target roll a single D4 for this Squad’s Heavy Shock Rifle Damage value for this Command.  
-Small Blast Attacks from this weapon generate a Blast Marker for every two hits scored instead of the usual three. 
-Shock Discharge After resolving Damage but before Reaction, roll a number of D12s equal to the number of Hits scored 
on the Target Squad. If one or more score 10+, place an extra Blast Marker, the Target Squad loses a single HP (in addition 
to any others) and a single unused Command becomes Unique until the end of the turn (if they have any available). 

Reinforcement Squad  

Squad composition - 80 Req per Squad 
• 3 Gorath Units with Heavy Shock Rifles.  

 

  
-Armoured 
-Vhokys Augmentation and Skimmer Plate 

-Brute 
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Kommodas is like many SFA aligned worlds who have 
been granted licenses to build SFA equipment locally. 
Such licenses can cover anything from construction, 
agricultural or industrial related items. They can even 
include the authorisation for military applications, 
providing such worlds the capabilities to defend 
themselves in times of conflict. On the other hand, 
certain components must be imported off-world from 
the SFA proper so as to remove any possibility of parity 
with the armies of the SFA in a protracted rebellion.  
 
The early days of the Kommodas Collapse resulted in 
huge numbers of destroyed armoured vehicle from 
both sides, but it was clear that the Devin Pact 
struggled to supply sanctioned components for their 
replacement vehicles. The Verse Dominion answered the 
call by providing armour packages and shock-field generators, commonly seen on other Verse Dominion combat 
vehicles. The Bullfrog, due to the rapid-assault nature often employed by Devin Pact forces, saw one of the 
highest levels of loss, and consequently was one of the first to adopt these new changes. The Skimmer Plate 
armour upgrade provided an increased durability to the vehicle. The newly installed Boosters, despite being a 
little unreliable, enabled the embarked troopers to get to the fight more quickly. The powerful shock field 
generator gave the APC the moniker 'battering ram' as they were often seen ploughing headlong into the enemy 
lines and zapping anything unfortunate enough to be in the way!  

Bullfrog APC 

Devin pact 

Squad composition - 35 Req per Squad 
• 1 Bullfrog APC Unit with a Hull HMG.  

 
-Armoured 
-Transport 
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Brute 
-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate

     

         

Weapons 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-None 

   

    

      Medium 9-16” 
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As the influence of the Verse Dominion spreads across 
Kommodas, unusual and exotic imports will inevitably 
find their way into the hands of the local population. 
This is particularly true of weaponry, military equipment 
and technology not readily seen on Kommodas or in this 
region of the greater Damnya Sector.  
 
The Reaver Attack Buggy is one such example, but is 
crewed by the Devin Pact’s own troops rather than a 
soldier from the Verse Dominion. This improvement in 
crew discipline enable these Reavers to work more 
effectively within the Devin Pact command structure, 
whilst providing useful recon and scouting abilities. 
Additionally, the incendiary rounds have been replaced 
with the more easily locally sourced armour piercing 
rounds looted from SFA ammo dumps. 

Reaver Attack Buggy 

Devin pact 

Weapons 
 

ACCURACY           6+           8+        10+           12+ 
DAMAGE                    2            2          1                1 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Armour-Piercing Rounds This weapons receives (Damage ←1) when targeting Armoured Units. 
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule. 
-Free Command: Defence Weapon If an enemy Flyer within 16" or any other Unit type within 8" and in LoS 
activates, this Squad can carry out an Engage Overwatch without a Discipline test being needed. However, 
each weapon has only one Attack and must target the activating Squad. 
 

ACCURACY              9+            10+                 11+           11+ 
DAMAGE                   D4+3          D4+3                          D4+3             D4+3 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Guided Missile Reroll failed Accuracy rolls if this Squad has not yet moved this turn. 
-Erratic Warhead After Accuracy rolls, roll a D4+3 for this Squad’s Damage value this Engage Command.  
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored. 
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  

Squad composition - 35 Req per Squad 
• 1 Reaver Unit with either a Pintle Gatling Gun or Rocket Launcher. 

• OPTIONAL May add an additional Reaver @ 35 Req per Unit.  

 

-Armoured 
-Boosters 

-Recon 
-Agile 

-All-Terrain Vehicle 
-Skimmer Plate  
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As the Devin Pact take ground from the SFA, more and 
more weaponry would be looted from stockpiles and 
military depots before being turned against their 
previous owners. The Aurora Mobile Rocket System is 
such an example, which initially saw little use by the SFA 
due to fears of civilian casualties in built-up areas. The 
Devin Pact had no such qualms, despite the potential 
collateral damage to those they claim to be ‘liberating’.  
 
When the Aurora found its way into the workshops of 
the Devin Pact, its obvious damage potential was not 
lost on their senior engineers. However, the supply of 
warheads was somewhat lacking what with little access 
to a constant flow of ammunition from the SFA. Like 
most ‘converted’ vehicles in this way, they turned to the 
Verse Dominion who were more than happy providing 
thermobaric warheads, adding to this already 
terrifying vehicle’s reputation even further. 

AURORA MRS 

Devin pact 

Squad composition  - 45 Req per Squad. 
• 1 Aurora MRS Unit with a Hull HMG and Thermobaric Rockets.  

 
-Armoured 
-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Brute 

        

   1 6+ 8” 13 4 3 

Weapons 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPECIAL RULES 
-None 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Barrage (1”) See the  Engage Command under the Commands section in the main From Ashes rules.  
-Thermobaric Warheads Ignores Terrain Protection Bonuses and rerolls failed Damage against Units in 
Terrain. In addition, Attacks from this weapon always cause Damage on a roll of a 12 regardless of the 
target’s Protection value. 

   

 

      

     

     

    

      

     

     

Squad composition  - 45 Req per Squad. 
• 1 Aurora MRS Unit with a Hull HMG and Thermobaric Rockets.  

 

-Armoured 
-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Brute 

        

   1 6+ 8” 13 4 3 

Weapons 
        
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-None 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Barrage (1”) See the  Engage Command under the Commands section in the main From Ashes rules.  
-Thermobaric Warheads Ignores Terrain Protection Bonuses and rerolls failed Damage against Units in 
Terrain. In addition, Attacks from this weapon always cause Damage on a roll of a 12 regardless of the 
target’s Protection value. 
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Devin Pact tactics largely revolve around shock assaults, where they need 
to cover ground and close with their enemy quickly. Yet skilled commanders 
will recognise the need to hold back when the time is right or push through 
when an opportunity presents itself. The Hammerhead epitomises this flexible 
style of warfare, as in the one instance they can be used to rapidly ferry 
Devin Pact infantry into the thick of battle, or alternatively remain 
stationary to provide long-ranged firepower.  
 
Much of its equipment has seen little change from the SFA predecessor 
version, bar the typical Skimmer plate and boosters modifications seen 
across all Devin Pact vehicles. One major 'upgrade' however, is the 
modification of the missile launcher mounted on the vehicle’s turret. Devin 
Pact engineers failed to replicate the complex electronics and optics from 
the system, so instead a more primitive wire-guided, yet still reliable, mechanism 
was put in its place. This significantly increased the launcher's accuracy when the Hammerhead was stationary against all targets, 
allowing it to ambush enemy vehicles and infantry alike. The space saved has also allowed the warhead to be replaced with a 
potentially more powerful rocket, assuming the rocket itself passed the quality-control standards beforehand...  

Weapons 

ACCURACY             6+            7+         9+           11+ 

DAMAGE                    3             2           2                 2 
SPECIAL RULES 
-None 

ACCURACY                  5+            7+         10+           12+ 

DAMAGE                   2             1           1                 1 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target within 24”, the 42mm Autocannon can reroll a single failed Accuracy   
Test against the same Target this Command. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  

ACCURACY                 6+            7+                 9+           11+ 

DAMAGE                      4             4            3                 3 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.  
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  

ACCURACY                    8+            9+                  10+            11+  

DAMAGE                 D4+3         D4+3         D4+3             D4+3  

SPECIAL RULES 
-Blast For each successful hit, place a Blast Marker instead of for every three hits scored.  
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  
-Slow Reload One use per Turn. 
-Guided Missile Reroll failed Accuracy rolls if this Squad has not moved this turn.  
-Erratic Warhead  After rolling Accuracy tests, roll a D4+3 for this Squad’s Guided Missile Damage value this Command.  

Squad composition - 55 Req per Squad. 

• 1 Hammerhead IFV Unit with a Hull HMG, Guided Missile and 42mm Autocannon with Coax MMG.  

• OPTIONAL May upgrade to have an extra Guided Missile, which removes the Slow Reload Special Rule @ 5 Req per Unit. 
 

 

-Armoured 

-Transport 

-Grenades (Smoke) 

-Brute 

-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate  

Hammerhead ifv 

Devin pact 
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The Anvil provides the Devin Pact with much needed 
heavy armoured ground support. Capable of going 
toe-to-toe with the SFA's own analogue, the Devin 
Pact Anvils are more than capable of dominating the 
battlefield with its thick, heavy armour and powerful 
weaponry. They may lack the ability to reproduce the 
electro-reactive pads their enemies use, but the 
Skimmer Plate and Boosters give them a crucial edge 
when prowling the battlefield.  
 
A major difference is the type of ammunition stowed 
within the turret bustle. The usual HEAT rounds have 
been replaced with HESH, or High Explosive Squash 
Head. It appears these seem to be based upon the 
rounds used extensively by the Verse Dominion, who 
have put to good use their own stockpiles of mining 
grade plastic explosive and converted much of it to be used in tank shells. These warheads 'splat' when they hit 
their target, exploding across the outside of the vehicle and rely upon devastating shockwaves to destroy the 
target rather than penetrating power. The main gun is also capable of firing the unusual solid-core shrapnel 
canister rounds; more akin to the effects of a blunderbuss or shotgun rather than a precise surgical 
instrument. Thousands of small rods are launched at their target, exchanging long range capability for vastly 
increased close range destructive potential. Despite the obvious applications against close-knit groups of 
enemy infantry, the projectiles themselves are made of the same extremely durable Stormsand used in the 
Skimmer Plate armour, meaning they can potential damage vehicles and other armoured targets, flaying the 
outside until it's barely recognisable. Whatever its use, quite often the cheers of nearby Devin Pact infantry 
can be heard when the distinct blast of an Anvil firing its canister rounds goes off.  

Anvil heavy battle tank 

Devin pact 

 

Squad composition - 100 Req per Squad.  
• 1 Anvil Unit with a 135mm Main Cannon and Coax Chaingun.  

 
-Armoured 
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Brute 
-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate

   

Anvil Vehicle 2 1 6+ 7” 15 5 5 
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Weapons 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target within 24”, the 135mm Main Cannon, can reroll a single 
failed Accuracy roll against the same Target this Command. 
-Armour-Piercing Rounds  When targeting Units with the Armoured Ability, receive (Damage ←1).  
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  

 

WHEN FIRING THE 135MM MAIN CANNON, CHOOSE EITHER HESH ROUNDS OR CANISTER SHELLS 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Massive Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes three 
hits and three Blast Markers. 

-HESH Ignores Target terrain protection bonuses and reroll failed Damage rolls against targets in 
buildings and ruins. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Armour-Shattering Rounds Any rolls to Damage of a 12 removes an HP regardless of the Target’s 
Protection value. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  

   

    

    

     

     

    

        

     

     

  All None 

        

 7+ 7+ N/A N/A 

 1 0 N/A N/A 
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As cooperation between the Verse Dominion and the Devin 
Pact increases, so does the exchange of technologies. The 
former regularly offers their weapons and other 
expertise for the right price, which could be simply 
monetary in nature, territorial or even prisoners of war 
turned slaves. A recent modification of the Anvil by a 
consortium of engineers from both parties, is the 
upgrading of the primary weapon system to be a up-
scaled version of the Shock Rifles carried by the 
Goraths. This was actually a response to the increasing 
prevalence of up-gunned SFA Anvils armed with Railguns 
seen across Kommodas. Suitably titled the ‘Shock 
Cannon’, this weapon works by launching bolts of yellow 
lightning towards the target, and on impact, send out a 
shock wave capable of melting armour, frying electronics 
and even flash-boiling flesh in an instant.  

Anvil shock cannon 

Devin pact 

Squad composition - 125 Req per Squad.  

• 1 Anvil Unit with a Shock Cannon and Coax Chaingun.  

 

-Armoured 
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Brute 
-Boosters 

-Heavy Skimmer Plate

   

Anvil Vehicle 2 1 6+ 7” 15 5 5 

Weapons 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Coaxial If any of this weapon’s attacks hit a Target within 24”, the Shock Cannon can reroll a single failed 
Accuracy roll against the same Target this Command. 
-Armour-Piercing Rounds This weapons receives (Damage ←1) when targeting Armoured Units. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Charge Up! Before choosing a Target roll D4+2 for this weapon’s Damage value for this Command.  
-Massive Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes three hits and 
three Blast Markers. 

-Shock Discharge After resolving Damage but before Reaction, roll 3 D12s. If one or more score 10+, place an extra 
Blast Marker, the Target Squad loses a single HP (in addition to any others) and a single unused Command becomes 
Unique until the end of the turn (if they have any available). 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  
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As the conflict on Kommodas escalates ever on with little 
end in sight, and the Devin Pact armoured units face 
increasing rates of attrition, they turn to the Verse 
Dominion to expand their arsenal further. The Rhino tank 
is, on comparison to the Anvil, an easier to maintain, less 
sophisticated machine, and in the hands of the well 
disciplined and well trained Devin Pact, an even deadlier 
force to be reckoned with.  
 
Out on the front, some Devin Pact commanders prefer the 
Rhino over the legacy Anvil, as its aggressive nature of 
essentially being a battering ram, matches their own fiery 
temperament. Others voice a more cautious approach, 
seeing the Rhino as complementary to the Anvil, where 
instead it is used in formation alongside, as its cheaper cost 
means two Rhinos can flank a lead Anvil and engage more targets than a pair of the latter.  
 
One of the main striking differences to the Verse Dominion version of this machine is that the main gun has been 
exchanged for the more locally sourced Anvil gun, which, with a few modifications, neatly fits into the casemate 
mount. This has proven itself popular as it keeps the costs down when procuring the Rhino from the Verse 
Dominion, and uses extensive pre-existing stock found across Kommodas. This gives the Devin Pact Rhino a slight 
edge is terms of flexibility, as it can provide similar levels of firepower to the Anvil with its HESH rounds, but 
also allows the deployment of the devastating canister rounds designed to blast enemies at short range.  
 
However it is used, the Devin Pact Rhino is starting to prove itself a reliable and powerful machine in almost 
every theatre of war on Kommodas. As it closes on its prey it unleashes its multiple weapon systems, smashing 
aside enemies using its front mounted shock rams before mowing down enemy infantry with its Pintle HMG.  
 

Squad composition - 90 Req per Squad  
• 1 Rhino Unit with a 135mm Main Cannon, a Pintle HMG, and a Heavy Rocket.  

 
-Armoured 
-Grenades (Smoke) 
-Brute 
-Boosters

-Heavy Skimmer Plate
-Track Pods 

         

         

Rhino assault tank 

Devin pact 
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Weapons 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL RULES 
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule. 
-Free Command: Defence Weapon If an enemy Flyer within 16" or any other Unit type within 8" and in LoS 
activates, this Squad can carry out an Engage Overwatch without a Discipline test being needed. However, 
each weapon has only one Attack and must target the activating Squad. 

 

WHEN FIRING THE 135MM MAIN CANNON, CHOOSE EITHER HESH ROUNDS OR CANISTER SHELLS 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Massive Blast Do not generate Blast Markers in the usual way. Instead, each successful hit becomes three 
hits and three Blast Markers. 

-HESH Ignores Target terrain protection bonuses and reroll failed Damage rolls against targets in 
buildings and ruins. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  

SPECIAL RULES 
-Armour-Shattering Rounds Any rolls to Damage of a 12 removes an HP regardless of the Target’s 
Protection value. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  
SPECIAL RULES 

-Smoke Blast For each successful hit, place a Smoke Marker in addition to any Blast Markers generated.  
-Erratic Warhead After Accuracy rolls, roll a D4+4. This is the weapon’s Damage value for this Command. 
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  
-Slow Reload One use per Turn. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  

   

    

    

     

     

    

        

     

     

    

        

     

     

  All None 

        

 9+ 7+ N/A N/A 

 1 1 N/A N/A 
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Pintle HMG upgrade 

Devin pact 

The Verse Dominion, like many of the other Primary Powers, often host 
arms fairs where they invite warlords from across the Damnya Sector 
to come and explore their wares. The Devin Pact are no different, and 
their leaders regularly find themselves perusing the bazaars beyond 
Kommodas where they can review the various strange and not-so-
strange weapon systems on display.  
 
Perhaps one of the less strange options available is the Pintle Heavy 
Machine Gun. A simple design seen mounted on existing Verse Dominion 
vehicles, it has been converted to fit onto the fleets of SFA vehicles at 
the Devin Pact’s disposal, where its high rate of fire and heavy .50 cal 
shells provide that extra bit of anti-infantry firepower. 

• VEHICLE UPGRADE: Any Devin Pact Bullfrog, Raven or Anvil can take up to two upgrades. Each Pintle 

HMG costs 10 Req each. If a Bullfrog takes two upgrades, it must reduce its transport capacity to (4). 

Weapons 

ACCURACY            6+            7+         9+           11+ 
DAMAGE                3             2           2                2 
SPECIAL RULES 
-AA weapon This weapon ignores Flyer Units’ Aerial Target special rule. 
-Free Command: Defence Weapon If an enemy Flyer within 16" or any other Unit type within 8" and in LoS activates, this Squad 
can carry out an Engage Overwatch without a Discipline test being needed. However, each Defence Weapon has only one 
Attack and must target the activating Squad. 

Heavy rocket upgrade 

Devin pact 

The Heavy Rocket upgrade is another weapon system offered to the 
vassals of the Verse Dominion. One of the main challenges the Devin 
Pact face is the plentiful heavy tanks of the SFA, who’s thick armour 
and potent counter-measures can resist all but the most powerful of 
weapons. The Heavy Rocket is another tool available to the Devin Pact 
commander, where its formidable warhead is more than capable of 
penetrating any armour, plus its stabilised ability enables the vehicle 
to easily fire on the move, keeping up pressure as they close in. 

• Any Devin Pact Bullfrog or Anvil can take up to two upgrades. At a cost of 10 Req, an Anvil or Bullfrog 

can take a single Heavy Rocket. If a Bullfrog takes two upgrades, its transport capacity changes to (4).  

Weapons 

ACCURACY              8+            9+                 11+           11+ 
DAMAGE                     D4+4          D4+4        D4+4           D4+4 
SPECIAL RULES 
-Smoke Blast For each successful hit, place a Smoke Marker in addition to any Blast Markers generated.  
-Erratic Warhead After rolling Accuracy rolls, roll a D4 and add 4. This is the Damage value for this weapon this 
Command. 
-HEAT Reroll failed Damage rolls against Armoured Units.  
-Slow Reload One use per Turn. 
-Unique Command: Stabilised See the Unit Abilities section of the main rules.  
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Devin Pact main changes 0.0.8 
 
- In Building an Army (page 4), the number of Squads a Detachment can take has been simply 
stated rather requiring a calculation. In addition, the terminology has been reworded to match 
the updated terminology in the Acquisitions section of the main From Ashes rules. 
 
Devin Pact Command Unit and Devin Pact Riflemen Squads have been renamed Pathfinder 
Command Units and Pathfinder Riflemen Squads respectively.  
 
Smoke Dischargers have been replaced with Grenades (Smoke). 
 
Pathfinder Command Units, Pathfinder Riflemen, Bullfrog APC, Hammerhead IFV, Aurora MRS,  
Pintle HMG, Devin Pact Rhino and Anvil Battle Tank, have all had some weapon Accuracy stats 
changed. 
 
Anvil (both variants) Hammerhead, Bullfrog, Raven and Aurora Skimmer Plate has been 
replaced with Heavy Skimmer Plate. 
 
Pathfinder Command Unit The Medic Ability has been changed to match the Medic rule from 
other Acquisition Rosters. The Radio Ability has also been added. Unique Command: Assault 
Move has been replaced with Advance Command: Exo Assault Move and the Optics special rule 
has been reworded to match with the new Range Brackets section in the main From Ashes rules.  
Lastly, the M74 Assault Rifle Accuracy Values have been reduced . 
 
Pathfinder Riflemen Squad The Ringleader Advisor upgrade now increase the host Unit’s HP 
value to 5 rather than 4. The M74 Assault Rifle’s Accuracy values have seen minor 
improvements and its Special Rules have seen extensive rewording. The max number of 
additional Units has been reduced. Unique Command: Assault Move has been replaced with 
Advance Command: Exo Assault Move and the Optics special rule has been reworded to match 
with the new Range Brackets section in the main From Ashes rules.  
 
Vanguard Infantry Cohort Firearms Medium Accuracy is now 9+ rather than 10+ and Unique 
Command: Assault Move has been replaced with Storm Command: Assault Move. 
The max number of additional Units has been reduced. Discipline value has also been changed to 
7+, and cost reduced to 60 Req. 
 
Goraths have had their Discipline reduced to 7+ and their cost reduced to 80 Req. 
 
Reaver Attack Buggy Pintle Gatling Gun Armour Piercing Rounds special rule has been 
reworded to match with the new Range Brackets section in the main From Ashes rules. In 
addition, the Free Command: Defence Weapon special rule has been changed. 
 
Hammerhead IFV The Coax MMG’s Coaxial special rule only now works when hitting targets 
within 24”. Accuracy values for its weapons have seen minor improvements. 
 
Aurora MRS Req increased to 45 and Thermobaric Rockets has seen multiple changes. 
 
Anvil Battle Tank Coax Chaingun Armour Piercing Rounds special rule has been reworded to 
match with the new Range Brackets section in the main From Ashes rules and its Accuracy stats 
have been improved. Also, the Coaxial special rule only now works when hitting targets within 
24”.  
 
Anvil Shock Cannon Shock Cannon Damage values have changed from 2D4 to D4+2. 
 
Pintle HMG upgrade Free Command: Defence Weapon special rule has been changed. 
 
Pintle HMG and Heavy Rocket Upgrades wording has changed to clarify that a vehicle can take 
up to two Pintle HMGs and/or a single Heavy Rocket. Also, Heavy Rocket stats have changed. 


